
Functions

#tion: a function of from X to Y assigns every
element of X to amue element of

f = -> Y

x -> f(x) = y

mologies
-

X is the domain,

↑is the codomain,

Y is the image (unique) of x under fo

↑is in the preimage of (not necessarily uniques under fo

For a set S2X, f(S)=(f1x):xtS3 is the image

of S under fo

f (x): rangelf) is the range of f

For a set TC Y, f"(T)=<x2X:fixieT3 is the

preimage of T underfo

The preimage f"ST) always exists, even when f is not invertible.

If T, + T= 0, then f"(Tiln f" (T2) = 0, i.e.,
"disjoint sets have disjoint preimages".
f"(Y) = X.



need to be

the same
I

cosition: forfix-Y, 9:eit
x > gof(x)=9(f(x))

#>ectivitycone-to-oneelective
=>Ex.eX.0x25X. (f1x.1=fixc1) -> (x = x2)
=>Ex. 2X,0x2EX. (x.Fx2) -> (fxx.)7f1x2()

=>"distinct elements of X have distinct images under f

If fix - 4 and 9:Y - z are both injective, then got is injective

=tivityContothis subjective

=>fye Y, Ex-X, fixi = y
=>fix) = range (f) = Y
=>"every element of Y has a non-empty preimage under f

If f=x- Y and 9:4-z are both surjective, then got is surjective.

f =X -> rangelf) is by definition subjective.

#ivity: injective & surjective



#function:ix: X - X objective)

x X

#rsefunction: if tixist isbijective, Thethe
re

f "1) = X for the unique such as fixi=Y,
i.e.fof"=in,f"of = ix .

#
leprinciple: if fix -Y and 1x1 1Y), then

f cannot be one-to-one, i.e.,

=x. 2X, 7x2EX, (x1 Fx2) x (f(x1)=f(xc).

#Pigeonholeinciple if f = x -> Y, then there exists

3EY whose preimage under of contains at least (*) elements.

TaT = minGn: ne 7, n2 a3 is the ceiling function.

Let m=7]. This means there exist X., ....XmEX

such that X, . . .. Xm are distinct and fixi)=f1xc= ...= fxm).



The domain of f is PIA)xPCA) and the codomain of
&is PCA).

For
any YeP(A), f19.9) = yry = y and (y, y) (PCA) xPCA).

Therefore, range (f)= P(A).

f "123933) = 31x,)EPLA)XPIA): fixy7Gdabb aex.acy,

= 3xY):x2A. 32A, xey=cdlinreNotation here: sa3E PCA), [Gab3 <PCA). & cannot be in

X Y *a Y
both x and y

Ga3 za3 sa3

ga3 Ca, b3 3a3 These are all the possible

3a3 [a,c has combinations of x and y

9a3 [a,b, 23 sa3 such that x 1 = (a3.

[a, b3 sa3 3a3 Thus, If"199933) 1 = 9.

Ea, b3 (a, c3

Ea, a3 gab cas f(9a33) = 51993, 293), Rai,hab3).
(a, c3 Sa, b3 Gab (a3. [a, 23), 1993, Ga, b, c3),

[a, b, c3 ga3 sa3 (a, b3, 323), (39,63. [a.23).
19.23, 393), (9a.23, (a, b3),
199.6, 23, bab33.



For every MEE, 441 = 3 (mod 4). Therefore,

UCE) 29KEE: x = 3 (mod 473.

For every KEE satisfying KES (mod 4), since 4((K-3),

there exists MEE such that K-3= 4M => K = 4(m+1 ) - 1 = h(m+1)
.

Therefore, CKEz: x=3 (mod413 2 hCE).

We obtain HE) = 9KEZ: k = 3 (mod 413 FE and

hence ↳ is not onto.

Alternatively, 4n+1= 2 =) D = = 1, which means that

& A range(h). This is a counterexample showing that h

is not onto.



f must be one-to-one.

Proof: Suppose of is not one-to-one. Then, there exist x,X and

X2EX such that xFX2 and fixi=fix2). Subsequently,
got (x1) = 9(f1x.)) = gifix21) = gof1X2) and got is not

one-to-one, contradicting the premise that got is one-to-one.

Therefore of must be one-to-one.

However, I may not be one-to-one. Counterexample:

*1R+= 3XERR, x = 0B, Y = z = R.

f: 1 + -> 1R , 9:R - R.

x <-> X y -> y2

Then, g is not one-to-one since 9(1) = g(-1), but

9 of: R+ + RR is one-to-one since for any
x ( xh

x20 and x220, (90f(x.)= 90fixe)) -> (xY = x) -> (x= x2).

Alternatively, let = (13,Y = 3-1, B, z = 3-1, B,
fill = 1, 91-1) = 1,9(1): 1.9 is not one-to-one,

but got is one-to-one.



Additional exercise 1 (final 2021S1)

(a) fog(x) = f19(x1) = f1x3+1) = 21x3+1)+ 3 = 2x+5.

If y = f0g(x) = 2x3+5, then

x = REs

Therefore, (fog)"(y) = Ts

1)If y = fx) = 2x+3, then x =13. Therefore, fly)= 1.
If y = g()=xt), then x =S51. Therefore, gl)= 851.

g0fly) = 8"If"(y()=g)=T= EF

1)Yes, (f0g)" = gof".

For example, for invertible matrices. (AB= BAT



Additional exercise 2 (final 2020S1)

Proof that LHS ERAS:
Let ye flAdB) be arbitrary. Then, there exists xt AdB

Such that fix= y. Since xCA and xtB, fIEfIA) and

fix)2f(B) both hold, which show that y=fix) f(A) (f (B).

Therefore, flARB) EfCA) ( f1B) ·

Proof that RHSCCHS:

Let yef(A) efIB) be arbitrary. Then, there exists X.CA

such that fix.=y, and there exists x2tB such that fix=y.

Since fixi =fixc), the injectivity of implies that x= X2.

Thus, x.G ARB and y=fxEf(A1B) . Therefore,

f (A) 1 f(B) ( f (A +B) ·

We conclude that fLAB = f1A) &fIB) ·

If the injectivity assumption is removed, fLA) (fCB) [fCARB) may
not hold.Counterexample: D= R = R. A = 2XEIR:x203,

B=<xGR, x 2 03, f: R - IR. Then, fA) = f (B) = GXCIR:x 203 and
X I- x2

flA-B) = f (303) = 303.



Additional exercise 3

We are given (xi,9:) 7EX1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

For i.j -31,2,3,4,53 with its, the midpoint of (xi. 91) and

(xj.9;) is (* Ayi), and

(i, i)GEXE = (***1) x (EE)

E> (xi=xj (mod21) x (8:= 0; (mod2)
.

Define a relation R on Ex1 by:
(x,y) R(x, y') = (x = x(mod21) x (y=y'(mod 21) .

One can check that R is an equivalence relation, which induces 4

equivalence classes:

[10,011, [10, 11], [1,05], [1, 11]
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑

both coordinates x- coordinate is even, x-coordinate is odd,
both coordinates
are odd

are even y - coordinate is odd ↑coordinate is even

that form a partition of EXE.

Since each of (xi)yi) for i = 1,2,3,4,5 belongs to one of the 4

equivalence classes, by the pigeonhole principle, there exist

i.je(1.2.3, 4.53 with its such that (xi.97) and 1xj,3j)

belong to the same equivalence class.



But (xi, yi) and 1xj,y;) belong to the same equivalence class

E) (xi, 97) R (xj, 3;) = T

=)1xi = xj (mod21) x (yiE Y; (mod2)

=*, ii) EEE.

Therefore, the midpoint of point; and point; has integer

coordinates.



Additional exercises 4 (final 202031)

A = S9, 92, 9s, 94, 953 B = (b,,bc,b33

balls buckets

as
-

-

- -zE/ "balls in E=f" (9b,3)
92
- -
- -

as
-

-

~
-

Tl "balls in Ea = f" (96,3)
a

as-SE "balls in = f"Kbs3)

Therefore:
- f "19b.3) wf" ((b23) 5f" (9bs3) = A
- f" (9613), f" (9623), f"(9bs3) are pairwise disjoint
- by the surjectivity of f, f"1(b.3), f"79b23),f"((bs3)
are all non-empty.

Notice that f is completely characterised by f"(b.3), f"Kb23), f"19b93).

&Looking at the content of the buckets tells you which ball belongs
to which bucket. (

We transform the problem into

How many ways are there to place 5 balls 1 2 3 4 5

into 3 buckets ?



Step 1: divide the 5 balls into 3 piles (without any particular

ordering of the piles)

Case 1.1: There are (5) = 10 ways.

case 1.2: ·

There are #R) = 15 ways.
Step 1.2.1: Choose 2 balls out of 5 to form a pile. (E)

Step 1.2.2: Choose 2 balls out of the remains to form a

pile. (2)

Since
I "T and

& I

~

correspond to2 4 4 2

the same division (the piles have no order), divide the

number by 2.

Step 2: assign the 3 piles to the 3 buckets. There are

3! = 6 ways,

Answer: there are (15+10) 6=150 such surjective functions.



Additional exercises 5 (final 202091)

M

->4 & & * &

3 *

2 · ·... ·i
I i

D I D I ↑ p I S

I S-is
f"(213) f

"

1923) f1933) f"1943)

We transform the problem into:

How
many ways are there to split the sequence 1.2, ..., m into

V non-empty consecutive subsequences?
This is also equivalent to the following problem by setting
*= If "(<137):
Final 201851 Question 4(a)

⑭ ⑳M

⑭ ⑤

·

f "(973)FP xi=If ibK0.

-"(913) of" (923) 0... 0f "(9n3) = A = [xi=lfK13)=1A) = M.



For example, for m= 12 , n = 4.

S
f
"

(913) = (1, 2,33,

f"1923) = 34, 5, 6, 73,
=X. = 3, x2 = 4.x3= 1, x4 = 4

f"1933) = 383, which satisfies X.+Xx+X3+ X4 =12 = M.

f" (943) = 39.10,11, 123

One can check that every of satisfying the given conditions

corresponds to a unique tuple (X,,. ... Xn) of positive integers

satisfying Exi = M, and reversa.

These two problems are equivalent to the following problem:

for a string containing mi characters, i.e. "*", how many
m copies

ways are there to insert (n-1) commas, i.e.,and fit it

into a substrings (see, e.g., string split() method in python
such that each substring contains at least one character?

E.g.

=>



One cannot add, to the beginning or the end of the string.

e.g.

=>O O is not allowed!

=>

& O is not allowed!

There cannot be two consecutives.

2.g.,

=
O O is not allowed!

Therefore, at most one;can be added to each of the (m-1

gaps between two 's. This corresponds to choosing (n-1) out of

the (m-1) gaps to insert. The answer is: (i)



Additional exercise 6 (final 2020S1) (modified)

Everything in the original question holds, except that f"(;3)
can now be empty.
We transform the problem into:

How
many ways are there to split the sequence 1.2, ..., m into

possibly empty
V non-empty consecutive subsequences?
This is also equivalent to the following problem by setting
*= If "(<137):

Final 201851 Question 4(b)

⑱

⑳

These two problems are equivalent to the following problem:

for a string containing mixcharacters, i.e., *", how many
m copies

ways are there to insert (n-1) commas, i.e.,and fit it

into a substrings (see, e.g., string split() method in python
such that each substring contains at least one character?



Now, we are allowed to add, to the beginning or the end of

the string, and it is possible to have consecutives.

e.g.,
① O is ok

=>

=>

O
O is ok

=>

O O is ok

=>O os are ok



This corresponds to the number of distinguishable permutations

of "*"*" The answer is n=(Wnti']
m copies (n-1) copies
of 'X' of;'

Here is an alternative method which solves Final 2018 R4(b)

directly using the result of Final 2018 Q4(a):

XI, . . . . In are a non-negative integers such that Lexi = M
if and only if:

#+1, . . . , (u+1) are a positive integers such that (xitK=m+n
Therefore, the number of distinct tuples (x,.. .. Xn) of

non-negative integers satisfying Xi = m (i.e. the answer of

&4(b)) is the same as the number of distinct tuples
1, .... (n) of positive integers satisfying ec=mtn
(i.e. the answer of Q4(a) with m replaced by m+n).
Answer: (MAT)


